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Abstract

Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile genetic sequences, which can cause the accumulation of genomic

damage in the life time of an organism. The regulation of TEs, for instance via the piRNA-pathway, is

an important mechanism to protect the integrity of genomes, especially in the germ-line where mutations

can be transmitted to offspring. In eusocial insects soma and germ-line are divided among worker and

reproductive castes, so one may expect caste-specific differences in TE regulation to exist. To test this, we

compared whole-genome levels of repeat element transcription in the fat body of female workers, kings,

and five different queen stages of the higher termite, Macrotermes natalensis. In this species, queens

can live over 20 years, maintaining near maximum reproductive output, while sterile workers only live

weeks. We found a strong, positive correlation between TE expression and the expression of neighbouring

genes in all castes. However, we found substantially higher TE activity in workers than in reproductives.

Furthermore, TE expression did not increase with age in queens, despite a seven-fold increase in gene

expression, due to a significant upregulation of the piRNA-pathway in 20-year-old queens. Our results

suggest a caste- and age-specific regulation of the piRNA-pathway has evolved in higher termites that

is analogous to germ-line-specific activity in individual organisms. In the fat body of these termite

queens, an important metabolic tissue for maintaining their extreme longevity and reproductive output,

an efficient regulation of TEs likely protects genome integrity, thus further promoting reproductive fitness

even at high age.

Keywords: Transposable elements, Eusocial insects, Ageing, Reproduction, Genomic integrity, Termites

Introduction1

Almost 50 % of human, more than 50 % of maize, and about 20 % of Drosophila melanogaster genomes2

consist of transposable elements (TEs) (Haberer et al., 2005, Kannan et al., 2015, McCullers and Steiniger,3

2017). TEs are DNA sequences that can be divided in LTR-retrotransposons, non-LTR-retrotransposons,4

and DNA transposons (J.Finnegan, 1992). TEs migrate and amplify in the genome by using insertion5

mechanisms (Gilbert et al., 2021). While retrotransposons only need to be expressed to become potentially6

active, DNA transposons require transposases for excision and reintegration (Lanciano and Cristofari,7

2020). TEs may reintegrate essentially anywhere in the genome, including coding regions, introns, or8

regulatory regions. Insertion of TEs in genes or promotor regions can lead to loss of function or loss of9

expression of genes (Neafsey and Hartl, 2005). This disruptive nature of active TEs classifies them as10

mutagenic elements. However, TEs also drive genome evolution (Feschotte et al., 2002, Schrader and11
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Schmitz, 2019). TEs can be important for organisms, to the point that TEs become established genes.12

An example is RAG1 recombinase that is essential for the variety of light chains in B- and T-cell receptors13

(Kapitonov and Koonin, 2015). In insects, TEs were found to be responsible for adaptations that led to14

an evolutionary advantage to evade predators and develop resistance to viruses (Gilbert et al., 2021).15

During the life time of individuals, TE activity and associated burdens can differ depending on,16

e.g., the individual’s age and developmental stage. Moreover, TEs can have a fundamentally different17

effect whether they become active in somatic or germ cells (Haig, 2016). During differentiation of germ18

cells, epigenetic control mechanisms are weakened and hence increased expression of TEs from usually19

suppressed DNA is facilitated (Hajkova et al., 2002). Furthermore, TE expression in the germ line is20

evolutionarily advantageous for TEs, while genomic insertions of TEs in somatic cells are not transmitted21

to the next generation. PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) are a species of small RNA that silence TEs22

and are thought to be most active in germ-line tissues (Luo and Lu, 2017, Ozata et al., 2019), although23

activity in somatic tissues also appears to be prevalent in arthropods (Lewis et al., 2018). Three proteins24

from the PIWI clade of Argonaute proteins, Piwi, Aub, and Ago3, play an important role in the synthesis25

and amplification of piRNAs from TE transcripts. While Piwi is involved in the primary production of26

piRNAs and the silencing of TE transcription in the nucleus, Aub and Ago3 combine to amplify the27

production of piRNAs and cleave TE transcripts in the so-called ”ping-pong” cycle (Luo and Lu, 2017,28

Siomi et al., 2011). Although this piRNA-pathway is Dicer-independent, the regulation of small interfering29

RNAs (siRNAs) and microRNAs (miRNAs) with the AGO clade of Argonaute proteins (Ago1 and Ago2),30

on the other hand, requires Dicer activity (Ozata et al., 2019). It is broadly accepted that the piRNA-31

pathway predominantly occurs in germ-line tissues, in order to protect the genome integrity of offspring,32

although activity in somatic tissues has been described (Castañeda et al., 2011).33

In some insects and most eusocial insects, sterile and reproductive individuals exist, which resembles34

a separation of germ line and soma, posing the question of whether TE regulation may differ between35

phenotypes, as previously suggested for a higher termite (Elsner et al., 2018). But, so far, no substan-36

tial differences in TE expression were found between sterile and reproductive individuals of arthropods37

(Kraaijeveld et al., 2012, Petersen et al., 2019, Schaack et al., 2010). However, in head transcriptomes of38

the highly social termite Macrotermes bellicosus an increase of TE expression was found for old major39

workers, which was accompanied by a decrease of piRNA-pathway genes. No such pattern was found in40

queens (Elsner et al., 2018). In that study, only specific TEs were analysed that appeared in a list of41

differentially expressed genes, but these findings already offer the intriguing indication that TEs may be42

differentially regulated between castes and with age in higher termites.43

In order to investigate the existence of caste-specific TE-regulation in higher termites, we analysed44

transcriptional levels of genome-wide repetitive content and TE regulatory genes in the fat body of45
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workers, kings and queens from five different stages of maturation in Macrotermes natalensis, in which46

repetitive content of the genome has been estimated at 45.6% (Korb et al., 2015). M. natalensis is a47

higher termite, which lives in large fungus-farming colonies. King and queen of a colony can live for48

more than 20 years. During maturation the queen abdomen becomes hypertrophic leading to greater49

reproductive output in older queens (Han and Bordereau, 1982), while workers are sterile and only live50

for a few weeks (Séité et al., 2022). We chose to analyse the fat body since we recently showed that it is an51

important tissue for the extreme longevity and reproductive output of queens in this species (Séité et al.,52

2022). During the maturation of termite queens a metabolic reprogramming of the fat body was reported,53

in which transcription, cell-cycle activity and lipid and carbohydrate metabolism increased (Séité et al.,54

2022). Furthermore, a functioning piRNA-pathway in the fat body of flies has been discovered, which is55

essential for reducing TE activity and has effects on longevity and lipid metabolism (Jones et al., 2016).56

We present evidence for a more efficient regulation of TEs in reproductive castes than in sterile workers57

and a strong reduction in the proportion of TE transcripts among all mRNAs in long-lived, highly fertile58

queens.59

Materials and Methods60

Repeat annotations61

Repeat annotations on the M. natalensis genome (Poulsen et al., 2014) were carried out in a previous62

study (Korb et al., 2015). For more details on the methods, we refer to that publication. Briefly,63

homologous repeats were identified with RepeatMasker and RepeatProteinMask v4.0.1 (Smit et al., 2015)64

using Repbase v17.06 (Jurka et al., 2005). De novo repeats were annotated with PILER v1.0 (Edgar65

and Myers, 2005), LTRfinder v1.05 (Xu and Wang, 2007) and RepeatModeler v1.05 (Smit et al., 2015).66

TE sequences were classified with RepeatClassifier (Smit et al., 2015). Homologous and de novo TE67

annotations were combined into one non-redundant GFF. This repeat GFF was used in the present68

study.69

Evaluation of repeat and gene expression70

RNAseq data were retrieved from a recent study (Séité et al., 2022), in which, beside other analyses,71

gene expression was quantified for 25 samples of M. natalensis, including four female (minor) workers72

(FW), four virgin queens (Q0m), four 3-month-old queens (Q3m), three 9-month-old queens (Q9m),73

three 31-month-old queens (Q31m), four more than 20-year-old queens (Q20y), and three more than74

3
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20-year-old kings (K20y). The libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq 4000 Illumina sequencer, using 150bp75

paired-end chemistry. We refer to the original study for further details on mRNA extraction methods.76

These RNAseq data were mapped against the genome sequence of M. natalensis (Poulsen et al., 2014)77

(retrieved from http://gigadb.org/dataset/100057; accessed March 2019) with hisat2 v2.1.074 (Kim78

et al., 2019) at default settings. SAMtools was used to convert SAM to sorted BAM files (Li et al.,79

2009). Repeat expression levels were then quantified by counting reads that uniquely mapped to repeats80

contained in the repeat GFF using htseq-count v0.10.0 (Anders et al., 2015). Repeats, which overlapped81

with exons, were removed using BEDtools intersect (Quinlan and Hall, 2010). The distance between a82

repeat and a gene was determined using the BEDtools closest function (Quinlan and Hall, 2010). Protein83

coding gene expression was quantified in a similar manner by counting reads that mapped to gene regions84

annotated in the gene annotation GFF (Poulsen et al., 2014).85

Statistical tests and visualization86

Data analysis was performed in R version 3.6.1 (R Core Team, 2016) and read counts were normalised87

using DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014). Normalised read counts were filtered to contain only repeats with non-88

zero expression in at least one sample. Binning of repeats by distance to the closest gene was performed89

by summing the median repeat expression of each caste in 1 kb intervals in pre- and postgenic regions.90

If a repeat stretched over several bins, the affiliation was determined by the location of the middle of the91

repeat sequence. Expression of repeats that overlapped by at least 1 base pair with introns were summed92

in a bin called ’0’, corresponding to 0 kb distance to a gene. For the PCA in figure 2B, normalised93

expression of the top 500 repeats with the highest variance in intergenic regions (>10 kb distance to the94

closest gene) was used. To identify repeat elements which significantly differed in their expression between95

castes and queen stages, we carried out an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Multiple testing correction was96

applied with the Benjamini-Hochberg method. Significance was determined using a threshold of 0.05. In97

the heatmap displaying the results of this ANOVA, rows were clustered using Manhattan distance (2D).98

For the analysis of distance to genes of repeats in clusters of the heatmap, outliers with more than 100099

kb distance to genes were removed (2F). Figures were created in R version 4.1.1 (R Core Team, 2016)100

using ggplot2(v3.3.5), cowplot(v1.1.1), dplyr(v1.0.7), lemon(v0.4.5), viridis(v0.6.1), RColorBrewer(v1.1-101

2), ggokabeito(v0.1.0), tidyverse(v1.3.1), pheatmap(v1.0.12), and gridextra(v2.3) packages.102
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Results103

Comparison of repeat expression among castes and queen stages104

In our study, we conducted a transcriptomic analysis of repetitive element expression of 25 samples105

comprising female workers (FW), 20-year old kings (K20y), and queens from 5 stages of adult maturation106

(termed Q0m to Q20y) from 4 colonies of the higher termite, M. natalensis (Séité et al., 2022). These107

queen stages were sampled at colony foundation (Q0m), after 3 months (Q3m), 9 months (Q9m) and108

31 months (Q31m) of colony life when queens became physiogastric, as well as mature queens which109

were over 20 years of age (Q20y; Fig. 1A; Séité et al. 2022). We summarised the total expression110

and number of uniquely expressed repeats and genes for each caste to obtain an overview of the overall111

transcription activity (Fig. 1). In total, 626,178 repeats were expressed across all samples. As a first112

striking observation, we found that the proportion of repeat expression among all transcripts differed113

strongly between castes. The proportion of repeat transcripts ranged from 22.6 to 25.2% in workers,114

from 20.5 to 23.9% in kings and from 17.4 to 21.9% in virgin queens (Q0m, Fig. 1B). The proportion115

of repeat transcription also varied greatly among queen stages, decreasing continuously with increasing116

queen age. Lowest proportions of repeat expression were found among 31-month-old (Q31m: 4.9-5.9%)117

and especially in 20-year-old queens (Q20y: 2.9-3.5%; Fig. 1B). We used a distance of 10 kb to a gene118

as the cut-off for splitting genes in two groups of either being located in genic or intergenic regions. For119

these genic and intergenic repeats, we analysed both the number of unique expressed repeat elements,120

as well as the total level of repeat transcription, measured in total numbers of reads mapping to repeat121

elements.122

We found that the majority of repeat expression occurs in proximity to genes: a total of 82M reads123

mapped to 449K repeats (182.6x) within gene regions compared to only 28M reads and 178K repeats124

(157.3x) in intergenic regions, even though substantially more repeats (2.67 M) are annotated in intergenic125

than in gene regions (0.45 M). Outside of the influential range of genes, in intergenic regions, total repeat126

expression showed slightly different patterns than within gene bodies. However, both in intergenic and127

in gene regions repeat expression level was higher in workers than in reproductive castes (Fig. 1C & D,128

left). This difference was more pronounced in intergenic regions, where workers had about 30% more129

total counts than the reproductive castes, compared to around 15% more in gene regions. Otherwise, we130

observed little variation in repeat expression levels among reproductive samples.131

We also investigated total numbers of unique repeat elements that were expressed in each caste and132

queen stage. The highest numbers of expressed TEs were observed for workers and Q0m, with lowest133

numbers in mature queens. While the number of expressed repeats in Q20y was at 75,000 in intergenic134

5
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regions, Q9m had about twice as many expressed repeats. Kings, which were of the same age as Q20y,135

had intermediate numbers of expressed repeats (Fig. 1D, right).136

Next, we analysed total protein coding gene expression as a comparison to the repeat transcription137

patterns (Fig. 1E). We observed a strong increase in protein coding gene expression level from Q9m to138

the 20-year-old Q20y queens, which was about seven times higher than the expression of Q0m, Q3m,139

Q9m, kings and workers. Already at Q31m (31 months) gene expression increased threefold compared to140

the 9-month old Q9m queens. This is in stark contrast to the rather stable repeat expression in queens.141

However, comparable to the numbers of expressed repeats, the numbers of uniquely expressed genes was142

the lowest for Q31m and Q20y.143

Analysis of expressed TE classes144

We performed a PCA and an ANOVA to investigate how similarly repeats were expressed between castes145

and how repeat expression in queen stages developed over time (Fig. 2). The PCA revealed that repeat146

transcript abundance could be used to clearly separate workers from reproductive individuals, while also147

separating queens into three main maturation phases (Fig. 2A). Early stages (Q0m and Q3m) as well as148

late stages (Q31m and Q20y) of queen maturation each formed a distinct cluster. Intermediate queens149

(Q9m), on the other hand, clustered with mature kings. This pattern closely resembles the pattern150

found for gene expression in a previous study (Séité et al., 2022). However, K20y gene expression had an151

intermediate position between Q9m and mature queens (Q31m and Q20y). In order to control for the152

effect of gene expression, we repeated the PCA for intergenic repeats (> 10kb distance from genes) and153

still found a strong separation of workers and reproductive individuals. Clustering of kings (K20y) and154

queen stages was not as clear among intergenic repeat expression although the same tendencies remained155

(Fig. 2B).156

We analysed how many different repeats were identified in each caste and queen stage grouped by157

their TE class LINE (class I long interspersed nuclear elements), LTR (class I long terminal repeats),158

DNA (class II DNA transposon), and RC (class II rolling circle) (Fig. 2C). The ’other’ group contained159

all elements, which did not match the classes’ criteria, e.g. simple repeats. For all castes and queen160

stages, the most numerous class was LINE, followed by other, DNA, LTR, and RC (Fig. 2C). Repeat161

classifications were similar among castes and queen stages, with the proportion of LINEs ranging from162

52.7% in Q9m to 53.8% in workers.163

Differentially expressed repeats164

An ANOVA allowed us to identify 29,897 repeats which significantly differed in their expression165

6
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between castes and queen stages. We clustered these differentially expressed repeats (DERs) in a heatmap166

by their normalised expression levels as a Z-score (Fig. 2D). In these DERs, we found a disproportionately167

high proportion of worker (29.6%) and Q31m DERs (20.4%) compared to within the total number of168

expressed repeats (18.4% and 11.0%, respectively). Q3m and Q9m, on the other hand, were strongly169

under-represented in their proportions of DERs (5.2% and 9.0%) compared to within the full data set170

(14.6% and 16.6%). The DERs are likely a consequence of their proximity to differentially expressed171

genes (DEGs), since for each group of DERs, the proportion of the corresponding DEGs among the172

neighbouring genes ranged from 2.4 (Q9m) to 5.9 (Q3m) times higher than the corresponding proportion173

of DEGs in all genes (χ2 = 79.8 - 757.5, df = 2, FDR < 4.1x10−19). For example, 8.1% of all genes174

were significantly higher expressed in workers than in all other castes and stages but 24.9% of genes175

neighbouring the worker DERs are worker-specific. The repeat class distribution among these clusters of176

DERs (Fig. 2E) closely resembled the class distribution among all repeats (Fig. 2C). However, in Q9m177

the relative proportion of LINE TEs was reduced compared to the group ’other’ repeats.178

Additionally, we characterised the groups of DERs by the distances of the DERs to the closest gene179

(Fig.2 F). For Q20y, DERs were significantly closer to genes (median 2510 bp) than for all other castes180

and queen stages, except Q0m (Tukey post-hoc test, adjusted p-values < 1.1x10−6). DERs that were181

specific to Q9m, on the other hand, were significantly further from genes (median 4776.5 bp) than in all182

other castes and queen stages (adjusted p < 1.3x10−4).183

To test whether DEGs were responsible for differences in observed proportions of repeats among184

castes and queen stages (Fig. 1B), we compared the expression levels of repeats close to genes with185

similar expression across samples. For this, we selected genes without significant differential expression186

between any combination of castes or queen-stages, but with a greater than median expression level to187

represent putative house-keeping genes (Fig. S2A). Expression levels of repeats close to these 195 putative188

house-keeping genes were similar among castes and queen stages, and in fact slightly higher in Q20y when189

only considering repeats within gene bodies (Fig. S2B). Interestingly, proportions of reads mapping to190

repeats were considerably higher within these putative house-keeping genes (32-50%; Fig. S2D) than in191

all genes (3-25%; Fig. 1B).192

Relationship between repeat expression and gene expression193

To investigate the relationship between gene proximity and repeat expression level, we summed the repeat194

read counts in 1 kb bins with increasing distance to a gene (Fig. 3). The bin of repeats located within195

gene bodies (0 kb distance), i.e. in introns, clearly had the highest total counts (range 19.2 to 19.9 log2196

median counts; Fig. 3A). Repeat counts decayed with increasing distance from the closest genes, with197

pre- and postgenic regions showing similar declines. The repeat counts differed especially between workers198

7
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and the mature queen stages. While workers had the highest repeat counts in almost every bin, mature199

queens (Q31m and Q20y) mainly showed the lowest counts. We tested whether the observed pattern200

could be caused by mapping quality deteriorating with distance from genes due to an accumulation of201

assembly gaps in intergenic regions. Proportions of assembly gaps were lowest in the 1 kb bins but higher202

within introns (Fig. S1), so cannot explain the peak in repeat counts at 0 kb in figure 2A. As of 2 kb203

distance from genes, proportions of assembly gaps do not increase with distance from genes, indicating204

our observations represent levels of repeat transcripts rather than a systematic artefact (Fig. S1).205

We performed linear regressions of repeat expression levels against the expression level of neighbour-206

ing genes per caste and queen stage. These regressions were performed in intronic regions (0 kb) and in207

1 kb, 10 kb and 20 kb distances up- and downstream from genes (Fig. 3B). In general, the increase of208

repeat counts was lower than the increase of gene counts, resulting in slopes lower than 1. The steepest209

slope of repeat expression in relation to gene expression was found in introns. Q0m had the steepest slope210

(0.432) followed by Q9m (0.428), workers (0.404) and Q31m (0.397). Q20y had the least steep slope of all211

castes and queen stages (0.338 in introns). With increasing distance to the gene, the relationship between212

repeat and gene expression decreased strongly. While the slope at 0 kb ranged from 0.338 to 0.432, it213

had already decreased to 0.112 to 0.204 at 1 kb. A further strong decrease in slope was observed for214

repeats with 10 kb distance. At 20 kb from the nearest gene, the relationship between gene expression215

and repeat expression was barely detectable (0.011-0.062, only Q3m significant). During this decrease,216

Q0m and FW still had steeper slopes than the more mature castes.217

218

Caste- and age-dependent expression of piRNA-pathway genes219

Repeat transcript abundance may be altered by regulatory mechanisms, which include regulators of220

transcription, but also degradation of transcripts. Therefore, we analysed the transcript abundance of221

genes involved in the regulation of TEs in the piRNA pathway (Fig. 4). In M. natalensis, two Aub and222

three Ago genes have previously been identified (Elsner et al., 2018). Aub and Ago3 are the main players223

in the ping-pong cycle, which is responsible for TE degradation and silencing via the regulation of piRNAs224

(Iwasaki et al., 2015). Ago1 and Ago2, on the other hand, are likely to be involved in the regulation225

of other small RNAs, such as miRNAs and siRNAs, respectively (Meister, 2013). Overall, a tendency226

of higher transcript abundance in mature reproductives was observed for all five investigated genes. All227

three piRNA-pathway genes (Aub1, Aub2, Ago3) were significantly more highly expressed in Q20y than228

in workers and most younger queen stages. Ago 1 and Ago2, on the other hand, were highly expressed229

in Q31m, with Ago1 significantly lower expressed in Q20y compared to Q0m and workers. Kings only230

had increased levels of the Aub1 and Aub2 genes. The other genes in kings were lowly expressed and231

8
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resembled the expression in Q9m. Worker expression levels were comparable to the levels of young queens.232

Discussion233

Macrotermes natalensis queens can reach extremely high age (in excess of 20 years) while maintaining234

lifelong high reproductive output. Workers on the other hand are short-lived and sterile. Several studies235

suggest gene transcription plays an important role in this absence of a longevity/fecundity trade-off in236

termites (Elsner et al., 2018, Lin et al., 2021, Monroy Kuhn et al., 2019, 2021, Séité et al., 2022). One of237

these highlights the particular importance of fat body gene transcription in M. natalensis (Séité et al.,238

2022). In the present study, we were interested in understanding the importance of transposable element239

transcription, which can have profound mutagenic effects on genome stability thus exacerbating the effects240

of ageing (Sturm et al., 2015). We tested the hypothesis that queens efficiently regulate transposable241

element activity, thus maintaining fitness at high age, as previously suggested by Elsner et al. (2018).242

For this we compared transcriptomic activity of repeat elements in the fat body of 25 termite samples243

comprising two castes, both sexes and five stages of queen maturation of M. natalensis.244

Repeat expression strongly related to gene expression245

The majority of detected repeat element transcripts (53.3%) were LINEs, which belong to the non-LTR246

retrotransposons. We found a strong positive relationship between repeat element expression and gene247

expression in all castes and queen stages. The correlation of repeat and gene expression was especially high248

for repeats that resided in introns or up to 1 kb distance to a gene, but decreased strongly with distance249

from genes. This was further supported by high repeat expression in proximity to genes which decays250

strongly with increasing distance to the next gene. This finding suggests that TEs, as parasitic DNA251

sequences, hitch-hike actively transcribed genes. In this manner, TEs are able to utilise the transcription252

machinery and environment provided by a neighbouring gene.253

Repeat expression profiles differ by caste and age254

Using PCA, we were able to show that repeat expression patterns in workers differ greatly from those of255

reproductive castes. Also among reproductives, we identified three distinct clusters of repeat expression256

corresponding to developmental and reproductive trajectories. Young female reproductive stages, virgin257

queens (Q0m) and 3-month-old queens (Q3m), shared similar repeat expression profiles, while repeat258

expression of 9-month-old queens (Q9m) closely resembled that of mature kings (> 20 years). Mature259

queen stages (Q31m: 31-month-old; and Q20y: >20 years) formed the third distinct cluster. This260
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repeat expression pattern closely resembles a recently reported analogous gene expression pattern in261

this species (Séité et al., 2022), reconfirming our findings that repeat elements rely on the expression of262

neighbouring genes. However, our finding that the TE expression of mature kings more closely resembled263

Q9m TE expression rather than being intermediate between Q9m and mature queens as was found for264

gene expression, indicates differing levels of TE control in kings compared to queens. In order to detect265

further caste- and age-specific differences in repeat element expression that were independent of gene266

expression, we analysed intergenic repeats with at least 10 kb distance to any gene. We still found a267

strong difference in worker repeat expression patterns from those of reproductive individuals. Although268

clustering of different queen stages was not as apparent in intergenic repeat expression, a clear trend along269

a maturation axis from virgins to 20-year-old mature queens was observable. We also found substantially270

higher expression of repeat elements in workers than in reproductive individuals, which was even more271

pronounced in intergenic (+30%) compared to gene bodies (+15%). These results indicate fundamental272

differences exist in repeat element expression patterns between sterile and reproductive castes that are273

only partially explained by gene transcription.274

The co-expression of repeat elements with neighbouring genes likely explains the nearly 30,000 repeat275

elements with significant caste- and stage-specific expression (DERs). This is confirmed by an enrich-276

ment of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) among neighbouring genes of these DERs, compared to277

proportions of DEGs among all genes. However, we detected differences in these DERs among castes and278

queen stages that cannot be entirely explained by their dependence on the expression of neighbouring279

genes. For instance, the strength of enrichment of DEGs in these DER groups differed among castes280

and queen stages, ranging from almost 6-fold in 3-month-old queens (Q3m) to 2.4-fold in 9-month-old281

queens (Q9m). Furthermore, the proportion of LINEs within DERs was substantially reduced in Q9m282

queens compared to within all repeats. Additionally, the proximity of DERs to genes differed strongly.283

In 20-year-old queens (Q20y), DERs were closest to genes, while Q9m DERs ranged furthest from genes284

compared to other queen stages. In the vicinity of putative house-keeping genes, on the other hand, rel-285

ative levels of repeat expression were considerably higher and varied less among castes and queen stages.286

This result suggests TE silencing is reduced in euchromatic regions, in which house-keeping genes more287

often lie, compared to the less accessible heterochromatic regions, where DEGs are more likely to reside288

(Ganapathi et al., 2005).289

These results underline the effect of varying gene expression on repeat element expression, leading to290

large differences in levels of transcription as well as in the types of repeats, depending on age and fertility291

in these termites. Nevertheless, they suggest additional gene-independent variation in repeat element292

expression exists in the studied termites, indicating caste- and age-specific differences in their ability to293

regulate repeat elements. We therefore investigated variation in TE regulation that may explain the294
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observed patterns.295

Increased activity of TE regulatory genes in mature queens296

We quantified caste- and age-specific expression of three genes within the piRNA-pathway (Aub1, Aub2297

and Ago3) to investigate differences in TE regulation. Furthermore, we added two further Ago genes298

(Ago1 and Ago2) to the analysis that are not involved in TE regulation. We observed a general increase299

in expression of the piRNA pathway in mature queens and partially in kings. All three genes were300

higher expressed in Q20y than in workers and younger queens, while the two Aub genes also had elevated301

expression in kings. The importance of Aub in regulating TEs in older insects has previously been302

demonstrated in D. melanogaster where a knock-down of Aub led to increased TE expression in 25-day-303

old compared to 5-day-old individuals (Yang et al., 2022). The increase in Ago3 transcription appeared to304

be related to reproductive maturation in queens with highest levels in Q20y, but low levels in kings. This is305

supported by a study of mosquito ovaries in which high expression of Ago3 was observed after laying eggs306

(Macias et al., 2014). The low expression of Ago3 in kings allows to conclude that kings have increased307

capability of producing piRNAs by Aub1 and Aub2, but are lacking Ago3-mediated amplification of308

piRNAs in the fat body. Further investigations of young kings could shed light on the similarities of the309

kings’ and queens’ life cycle stages or maturation phases. If kings at the age corresponding to Q9m or310

Q31m have similar TE activity patterns as mature kings, it will indicate that ageing has minor effects on311

TE activity in termites compared to reproduction. Ago1 and Ago2 are post-transcriptional regulators by312

orchestrating siRNA- and miRNA-mediated mRNA silencing (Tomari et al., 2007). These conventional313

mRNA regulators did not show the same extent of increased expression in Q20y or kings, indicating that314

the piRNA-pathway in particular and not silencing mechanisms in general are upregulated. In contrast315

to Q20y and kings, Q31m seemed to be strongly impacted by mRNA silencing mechanisms which could316

be a response to the threefold increase in gene expression from Q9m to Q31m in the course of several317

months (Fig. 1E).318

Superior TE regulation in mature queens compared to workers and young319

queens320

We previously reported a strong increase in protein and lipid synthesis in mature queens, which coincides321

with metabolic reprogramming of the fat body and an increase in ploidy in fat body cells, along with322

increased oogenesis (Séité et al., 2022). Despite this enormous upregulation in gene transcription (up to323

7-fold) in 20-year-old queens compared to all other castes and queen stages, repeat transcription levels324

were similar among all reproductives. This is further supported by the lowest portion of RNA-seq reads325
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mapping to repeats in Q20y (2.9-3.5%) of all studied castes and queen stages. Repeat read proportions326

were also low in Q31m queens (4.9-5.9%) but otherwise ranged from 17-25%. These results suggest that327

repeat elements are better regulated in Q20y than other queens stages or in workers, which is supported328

by the upregulation of Aub1, Aub2 and Ago3, which likely efficiently silence TE transcription.329

Conclusions330

The role of the piRNA-pathway in protecting genome integrity in germ cells by, among others, regulating331

transposon activity is well established for insects (Gonzalez et al., 2015, Ma et al., 2014). Colonies of332

higher termites, such as M. natalensis, can be considered superorganisms (Boomsma and Gawne, 2018),333

since somatic and germ functions are divided among castes. The increased regulation of TE activity334

we detected in mature queens, especially compared to sterile workers, is therefore analogous to the high335

piRNA activity in the germline of solitary animals. An important role of the piRNA pathway has also336

been recognised for the fat body in flies (Jones et al., 2016). In that study, flies with depleted piRNA337

activity in the fat body experienced greater TE mobility and shorter lifespan. Although effects of fertility338

were not measured in the study, reported reductions in energetic storage metabolites are likely to have339

negative impacts on fertility (Jones et al., 2016). Similarly, short-lived workers in our study have low340

Aub and Ago3 expression and high TE activity. The fat body of queens in M. natalensis is an essential341

tissue for the production of specific proteins and lipids to sustain maximal fertility (Séité et al., 2022).342

The development of physogastry in termite queens, at stage Q31m, coincides with increased reproductive343

output (Han and Bordereau, 1982) and a massive increase in gene expression (Séité et al., 2022). Our344

results suggest that higher termites may have evolved mechanisms to increase the regulation of TEs in345

the fat body along with queen maturation. This increased activity in the piRNA-pathway likely allows346

the increased gene transcription which is essential for the greater reproductive activity and heightened347

metabolism, while also protecting the genome against ageing stress during their long life.348
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Figure 1: Repeat expression in different termite castes and queen stages. A Experimental design of
repeat classification and sampling in the life cycle of termites. B Relative repeat expression among total
RNA expression. C Total repeat expression in gene bodies (< 10 kb distance to closest gene). Left: total
normalised read counts; Right: total number of unique repeats expressed in each sample. D Total repeat
expression in intergenic regions (> 10 kb distance to closest gene). Left: total normalised read counts;
Right: total number of unique repeats expressed in each sample. E Total protein coding gene expression.
Left: total normalised read counts; Right: total number of unique repeats expressed in each sample.
FW = female worker; Q0m to Q20y = queen stages; king = K20y.
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Figure 2: Differential repeat expression in castes of M. natalensis. A Principal component analysis
(PCA) of repeat expression. B Principal component analysis (PCA) of intergenic repeat expression
(>10 kb distance to the closest gene). C Number of expressed repeats by class. D Heatmap of repeats
that significantly differ in their expression between castes (ANOVA). Columns show expression of these
significant repeats in each individual, rows are clustered by expression similarity to caste- and stage-
specific clusters using the Manhattan method. E Number of expressed repeats by classes of heatmap
clusters. F Distance of differentially expressed repeats from heatmap clusters to the closest gene.
FW = female worker; Q0m to Q20y = queen stages; king = K20y.
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Repeat expression by distance to geneA

Linear model of repeat and gene expressionB
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Figure 3: Analysis of repeat expression relative to the distance to the next gene. A Total repeat expression
of repeats overlapping with genes or in 1kb bins up to 20 kb into pre- and postgenic regions. B Linear
model of repeat and gene expression between castes of binned repeats within introns (0), or 1 kb bins
with a distance of 1 kb, 10 kb and 20 kb pre- and postgenic. Data points were summed in hexagons and
the density visualised by color scaling.
FW = female worker; Q0m to Q20y = queen stages; king = K20y.
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Expression
level
[z-score]

Figure 4: Expression level (as z-score) of piRNA-pathway genes by caste and queen stage. Colours signify
relative intensity of expression. Significant differences in expression are denoted by inserted labels, that
show the caste or queen stage, in which expression is lower - e.g. Aub1 is significantly higher expressed
in Q31m vs. FW.
FW = female worker; Q0m to Q20y = queen stages; king = K20y
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Supporting information489

Supplementary figures490
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Figure S1: Mean proportions of gaps (Ns) in the M. natalensis assembly in varying distances (1kb bins)
from genes.
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Figure S2: Expression levels of house-keeping genes and neighbouring repeats.
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Supplementary tables491

Table S1: RNAseq sample information, including sample ID, colony ID and mapping rates.

Sample ID Caste Colony ID Mapping rate
AAAC FW 3 0.701
AAAE FW 6 0.700
AAAF FW 7 0.759
AABE FW 5 0.758
AAAG Q0m 3 0.806
AAAH Q0m 5 0.718
AAAI Q0m 6 0.799
AAAJ Q0m 7 0.773
AAAK Q3m 3 0.744
AAAL Q3m 5 0.737
AAAM Q3m 6 0.778
AAAN Q3m 7 0.541
AAAP Q9m 7 0.770
AACH Q9m Blue 0.723
AACI Q9m Green 0.701
AACE Q31m 3 0.794
AACF Q31m 7 0.808
AACG Q31m 6 0.831
AAAQ Q20y 3 0.803
AAAR Q20y 5 0.806
AAAS Q20y 6 0.727
AAAT Q20y 7 0.798
AAAU K20y 5 0.781
AAAV K20y 6 0.786
AAAW K20y 7 0.780
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